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PCSnapShot is the smallest and cleverest screen snapper that has ever existed on the internet for Windows computers. Just run it and... PCSnapShot is a keylogger that records activity on a computer including chats, instant messages, emails, the web sites visited, what is being searched for, activity on MySpace, the pictures and images posted and looked at, the keystrokes being typed, the programs started up and much more. And because of its advanced
surveillance screen snapshot features, you get to see not only WHAT an end user is doing, but the EXACT order in which they do it, step by step. PCSnapShot is designed to capture both alphanumeric keystrokes and invisible characters. This means you can record all kinds of typed data including passwords - even passwords that appear as asterisks (*******) on the screen. All activity from within Internet Explorer can be monitored, and webpages are cached
for viewing offline. You can schedule the software to take snap shots at defined intervals, thus capturing everything that is currently displayed on the screen. PCSnapShot Description: PCSnapShot is the smallest and cleverest screen snapper that has ever existed on the internet for Windows computers. Just run it and... PCSnapShot is a keylogger that records activity on a computer including chats, instant messages, emails, the web sites visited, what is being
searched for, activity on MySpace, the pictures and images posted and looked at, the keystrokes being typed, the programs started up and much more. And because of its advanced surveillance screen snapshot features, you get to see not only WHAT an end user is doing, but the EXACT order in which they do it, step by step. PCSnapShot is designed to capture both alphanumeric keystrokes and invisible characters. This means you can record all kinds of typed
data including passwords - even passwords that appear as asterisks (*******) on the screen. All activity from within Internet Explorer can be monitored, and webpages are cached for viewing offline. You can schedule the software to take snap shots at defined intervals, thus capturing everything that is currently displayed on the screen. PCSnapShot Description: PCSnapShot is the smallest and cleverest screen snapper that has ever existed on the internet for
Windows computers. Just run it and... PCSnapShot is a keylogger that records activity on a computer including chats, instant
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Capture All Internet Information PCSnapShot is a professional surveillance screen recorder. Easy to use and well designed, PCSnapShot records all onscreen activity in a snap. It records even the invisible characters typed in a web browser, the passwords typed in a web browser, the passwords appearing as asterisks ( ***** ) on the screen, and records instant messages (in Yahoo Messenger). Every packet of information on screen is captured and recorded in an
instant, and everything can be viewed, played back and printed. Powerful and Easy to Use. Although PCSnapShot is easy to use, it has many powerful features. For example, one of its advanced features is high speed snapshot: PCSnapShot can capture the activities on a computer even as the computer is active. It can record and log keystrokes, the information typed in a web browser, the password typed in a web browser, the password displayed as asterisks (
***** ) on the screen, the activities of instant messenger (in Yahoo Messenger, and so on). Snapshots can be taken at any time, and can be played back or printed. PCSnapShot uses highly powerful encryption technology to record the information on the computer; you do not need to worry about the privacy of your Internet information. Program Features: Record and view the activities on the screen. Capture everything you want to record. Quickly save
snapshots. Record on the fly. Print, check and play the files. Support archiving to multiple file formats. Support video and audio. Support reading and writing in various formats. Capture invisible characters. Record passwords. Play back videos in multiple formats. Easy-to-use built-in commands. PCSnapShot Screen Recording Features: Scheduled recording: Schedule snapshots at any time. One-key shortcut: Record once you press a single key. Pause/stop
recording: Press any key to pause/stop recording. Multiple files recording: Store recorded files in multiple file formats. Pause and resume recording when playing back files: You can easily resume recording from the point of pause. File saving: Save the recording files in the multiple formats. Printing: View recorded files, even password information, with Windows built-in print function. Player: Open recorded files with any player you prefer. Playing video:
Record videos while playing audio files. Checking files: Check the files recorded by the program, even passwords. Simple user interface 09e8f5149f
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* Start and Stop log the software * Use Keyboard Monitor or Mouse Monitor to record keystrokes * Paste previously recorded data back into the log * Data is saved to the specified directory and is periodically written to an encrypted database for long-term storage. * Print the log to an HL-DT-201 printer * View log, Print, Save log on a Web page or Email it. * Run in the background or be started from the command line. Gow is a freeware utility tool to
quickly view top. It lists, shows, and sorts processes, threads, modules, DLLs, drivers, services, scheduled tasks, and registry entries. It allows the user to view and search for items on a local computer or a networked computer. Gow can be used in Windows NT, 2000, XP and Me, 98 and 95, on 32bit and 64bit versions. Gow features: * Search and Filter * Sort the list to show the most essential items first (alphabetical and/or time/date) * Filters allow you to see
only process belonging to a certain type, IP address, user, or by command. * Quick Search allows the user to find something in the list in a matter of seconds. * Similar items can be grouped in tabs and views can be changed dynamically with the mouse. Gow Description: * Quickly view top processes, threads, programs, modules, DLLs, drivers, services, scheduled tasks, and registry entries. * Display and search on a local computer or a networked computer. *
Allows you to view and search for items in the following categories: processes, threads, programs, modules, DLLs, drivers, services, scheduled tasks, and registry entries. * Shows the start time, size, and CPU usage of the item * Instant search * Filter items that belong to a certain category, list type, list size or a combination. * Sort the list to show the most essential items first (alphabetical and/or time/date) * Can search for similar items, or group similar items
in tabs. * Allow quick access by keyboard commands. (Ctrl-Enter, Ctrl-Search, and Ctrl-End) * Gives you the option to either sort or quit. * Show the result as a table or a tree list. * Add, update, remove, or modify items from the list as you

What's New in the?

PCSnapShot captures all the activity on a computer, including chats, instant messages, emails, web sites visited, what is being searched for, activity on MySpace, the pictures and images posted and looked at, the keystrokes being typed, the programs started up and much more. And because of its advanced screen snapshot features, you get to see not only WHAT an end user is doing, but the EXACT order in which they do it, step by step. PCSnapShot is
designed to capture both alphanumeric keystrokes and invisible characters. This means you can record all kinds of typed data including passwords - even passwords that appear as asterisks (*******) on the screen. All activity from within Internet Explorer can be monitored, and webpages are cached for viewing offline. You can schedule the software to take snap shots at defined intervals, thus capturing everything that is currently displayed on the screen.
Capture All Activity on a computer including chats, instant messages, emails, web sites visited, what is being searched for, activity on MySpace, the pictures and images posted and looked at, the keystrokes being typed, the programs started up and much more. You can schedule the software to take snap shots at defined intervals, thus capturing everything that is currently displayed on the screen. Captures Both Alphanumeric Keystrokes and Invisible Characters.
This means you can record all kinds of typed data including passwords - even passwords that appear as asterisks (*******) on the screen. All activity from within Internet Explorer can be monitored, and webpages are cached for viewing offline. Views All Activity On Computer Screen Including All Keys, Mouse Moves and Mouse Clicks. Get to see not only WHAT an end user is doing, but the EXACT order in which they do it, step by step. Screenshot from a
windows screenshot utility is already stored in a compressed format. Just unzip them and use the.screenshot files. Supports Windows 2000, XP, 2003 and Vista PCSnapShot PCSnapShot is a keylogger that records activity on a computer including chats, instant messages, emails, the web sites visited, what is being searched for, activity on MySpace, the pictures and images posted and looked at, the keystrokes being typed, the programs started up and much more.
And because of its advanced surveillance screen snapshot features, you get to see not only WHAT an end user is doing, but the EXACT order in which they do
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System Requirements For PCSnapShot:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP or later Windows XP or later Processor: Intel Pentium IV 2.0 GHz or faster Intel Pentium IV 2.0 GHz or faster Memory: 512 MB RAM 512 MB RAM Graphics: DirectX 9 graphics card with WDDM drivers DirectX 9 graphics card with WDDM drivers Hard Drive: 700 MB available space 700 MB available space Sound: DirectX 9 sound card with WDDM drivers DirectX 9 sound card with WDDM drivers Keyboard: Microsoft
standard USB keyboard
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